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A Wealth of Information

During 2023, the Captain’s Log will introduce a new “Flight Manifest”
topic which explores airline scheduling practices across the decades as
found in the pages of vintage airline schedule guides. Once a requisite
item at all airline ticket counters and travel agencies, these guides
contain vast information resources of interest to many of our members.

Contributing author Steve Caisse will explore historic route and fleet
inaugurals, providing competitive airline market analysis and scheduling
practices as found in his large collection of airline schedule guides.

Steve worked for Delta Air Lines from 1978-2007, a career which included
assignments as a Senior Schedules Analyst In Delta’s Marketing
Development Department.

To introduce, or perhaps reacquaint readers, especially younger
members, with this valuable resource, we’ve asked Steve to relate how
and why he came to collect these guides. This introductory article will
set the stage for this new feature.

If the graphic on the right looks compelling and prompts some curiosity,
you can look forward to deep dives into airline scheduling practices,
aircraft fleeting, flight itineraries and many other topics based on this type
of information. - Phil Brooks



I really enjoyed listening to busy Boston approach control and quickly
discovered that the OAG which I had rescued, contained lots of useful
information about the flights I was hearing. The more I explored, the more I
came to appreciate the many discoveries within the pages.

Well, I still have that Official Airline Guide, the June 1 1968 North American
Edition. The cover is missing, and the pages are fragile and faded, but It is
the cherished cornerstone of my airline memorabilia collection; the first
collectable I ever acquired. Over the years, I’ve managed to amass a
collection of more than 450 airline schedule guides. These references
contain a staggering amount of information for airline aficionados.

Rare, unique, industry specific advertising, news features, maps, diagrams,
and most fundamentally, a complete collection of all airline’s scheduling
information is the reason why I have can confidently say. “Airline schedule
guides are a goldmine of information for historians, collectors, and
hobbyists”. Let’s learn more about this sometimes-overlooked, powerhouse
reference source.

This article is not intended to be a history of the evolution of airline guides
around the world. That is another story for another day.

The leadership of The World Airline Historical Society asked me to write
something which explains why I collect airline schedule guides. So what you
will be reading here are my personal thoughts about the merits, and also
the logistical challenges of amassing a large collection of airline guides.

I’ll hope these words Inspire some future researcher 2 dive into the
fascinating story commercial aviation’s 1st century.

Growing up in Manchester, NH, I
lived 3/4 mile from the threshold of
runway 17 at Grenier Field.. During
my childhood, I developed an
early curiosity for New Hampshire
National Guard C-119’s which
thundered over our house with
regularity. My passion for aviation
went into overdrive in February
1968 however, when I flew for the
first time. During winter break, we
travelled from Boston to Miami
onboard a brand-new Northeast
Airlines 727-295 Yellowbird. Peering
down at the lights of south Florida
after a magical 180 minutes above
the clouds, the uniqueness of flight
and more broadly, the excitement
of the airline industry itself instantly
became a source of fascination,
and ultimately, a lifelong passion
for me.

That glorious summer, I began a
daily pilgrimage to the airport,
discovering all I could about my
newfound obsession.

I quickly became acquainted with
the guys working the Northeast
Airlines counter and soon was
allowed to “help out” with various
basic tasks, one of which was
taking the trash out to the
dumpster behind the terminal.
One fateful day, the trash included
a thick, heavy pictureless book
labeled OAG. Being a curious lad,
I asked station manager Carl Dixon
if I could have it. He replied, “I
don't know why you would want
such a thing, but sure, take it.”

That same year, I’d received a
Radio Shack “Realistic Jetstream“
VHF transistor radio which allowed
me to monitor air traffic control
communications in the region.



By the time humans mastered the skies, people's
experience in long-established modes of transportation
such as railroads and marine shipping, influenced tools
which emerged in the fledgling airline industry.

As was the case throughout prior eras,
certain fundamental requirements of operating
transport vehicles in scheduled services had to be
addressed. Schedules needed to be developed,
maintained and shared.

Consolidated railroad guides containing scheduling
information appeared by the middle of the 19th century
in the United States to assist employees and travelers
seeking detailed information.

Not surprisingly, among the first publications to contain
airline schedule information were actually railroad
guides! In fact, selected airline schedule information
can be found in Railroad guides published as late as
the 1970’s.



Contract Air Mail Routes 
and times in an era 
before flight numbers.  
These issued by the 
General Superintendent 
Railway Mail Services 
and Airmail Services, S.A. 
Cisler, an experienced 
government Railroad man 
who inherited airmail duties 
also. (at right). 

Leadership teams from all 
airline companies, 
including the names of 
many ledangs, such as 
Jack Frye from TWA in 1936 
(below)



The historic flight of “Spirit of St.
Louis” in 1927 accelerated the
public’s acceptance of
commercial aviation as a viable
transportation option. Soon, the
need for a more specific
consolidated schedules guide
resulted in the development of
“The Official Aviation Guide”.
Volume 1 Number 1 was issued in
February 1929, seeding the
genesis of what would become
“The Official Airline Guides” series
of products and services.



For someone hoping to quick start
their collection of the oldest airline
schedule guides, I'll highly recommend
searching airliner conventions and
online auction sites for “Birth of An
Industry a nostalgic collection of airline
schedules for the years 1929 through
1939”.

Today's collectors are fortunate to
have many opportunities available for
purchase. The book can routinely be
found online for between $30-$50. I
obtained my copy of the book way
back in 1980 and paid 10 times that
amount of money. So I would consider
this treasure trove of extremely
significant airline history to be a highly
worthwhile objective for any
researcher focused on airline
operations in the 1930’s.

The thick, heavy, well bound book
includes “The Official Aviation Guide
Volume 1 Number 1” from February
1929. This collection was released by
the Reuben H Donnelly Corporation in
1969 to celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the guide. They were the long-time
publisher of the Official Airline Guide
and based in Oakbrook, Illinois.



I've enjoyed many aspects of the
airline hobby over my lifetime.

I have file cabinets full of airline
timetables in addition to my guide
collection. I love a timetable’s
multi-color content, heavyweight
glossy paper, splendid
advertisements, and many other
interesting things most collectors
appreciate about those once
indispensable tools.

Collecting airline guides can't
achieve that same level of visual
and tactile quality. But, this
doesn't mean that airline guides
aren't chock full of fascinating
advertising.

In fact, the guides often contain
very rare advertisements not
generally seen by the public.
Remember that advertisements in
airline guides were targeted
toward the primary users of the
guide, airline ticketing and travel
agent professionals, to assist in the
booking process. Therefore, much
of the guide advertising speaks to
the special interests of
professionals.

Each of these classic 2 page
advertising spreads can be found
in guides from the 1930’s







Another favorite feature in airline guides are the news stories which appear in a condensed section at the front of
each issue. Flipping through these provide a nostalgic journey back in time. For any hobbyist who is interested in
tracking down route or aircraft inaugurals, this is a fantastic source. Root awards new services and aircraft
inaugurals makeup the bulk of the information in these stories .



In April 1948, The Official Airline Guide was inaugurated by Wayne W Parrish, founder and publisher of 
American Aviation Publications Incorporated, a competitor to Official Aviation Guides Inc .  Mr. Parrish may 
be familiar to many readers. He went on to a distinguished career writing monthly news and opinion articles 
for a number of very prominent airline and aerospace publications.  On the occasion of the release of Birth of 
An Industry, Mr. Parrish wrote that he” wanted to preserve these historical and fascinating early pages from 
aviation history for the enjoyment of anyone who has a serious interest in aviation history in America they 
hope that in some small way the volume will acknowledge the pioneering spirit and vision of those individuals 
whose early efforts led America into the dramatic transportation age of today”.  Parrish closed by describing 
Birth Of An Industry as “a time machine built up print in numbers names and maps”. Guides from 



In addition to schedule centric airline guides, I also enjoy 
and find value in many of the other  companion products 
offered. The air travel guide news supplement of The 
Official Airline Guide is chest full of wonderful airport 
diagrams , maps, interline advertising and special 
features not found among other collectables.  These are 
hard to find and usually carry a premium price.

Even something as basic as the quick reference page at 
the front of each guide provides a wonderful snapshot of 
the particular time frame being examined. Here for 
example, when American jets were brand new and jet 
codes were only two digits , we can glean a great cross 
section of airliners that were filling the skies of the United 
states in 1958 ..



I have great appreciation for
timetable collecting . As
mentioned, I have amassed a
fair amount myself.

For me, It’s been interesting to
contrast the value of investing
in airline guides versus
timetables. My goal as a
researcher has always been
to build a diverse aviation
reference pool. When it
comes to value, airline guides
are tops for me.

This guide at the left could be
purchased for about $65-75
(in 2023). On the other hand,
buying individual timetables
of all the carriers contained
within this guide, certainly a
daunting task, if even possible
today, could cost hundreds
of dollars - and not avail
features like industry news
round ups for example.

Even more important to me
as a researcher is the obscure
and sometimes exclusive
schedule information that
lurks deep within the
worldwide editions. Here,
researchers can find
tabulated snapshots of
various markets and their
schedules such as seen here .







I occasionally get asked about the fair market value of various airline guides. I am not a dealer and don't sell any 
items from my own collection. My plan is to donate the entire collection to a museum with which I am closely 
affiliated upon my passing. 

However, I understand that many readers might be curious about the cost of obtaining these guides. In a general 
sense, based on my buying experience, one can expect to pay about $1.00 - $1.50 per year for the age of the guy 
they are purchasing .  So, a 50-year-old guide from 1973 would roughly cost about $50-$75 not including shipping. 
Of course, scarcity, availability and market demand always greatly impact price. The smaller, pocket quick 
reference guides are generally worth about $0.75 per year of age.

I think it's fair to say that any guide from the years 1958 to 1960, at the dawn of the jet age in the United States, 
guides from the World War 2 era, guides from the late 1960s into the early 1970s covering the wide body revolution 
will all carry a premium. Certain unique issues such as the merger issue shown earlier in this article are even more 
valuable. One of the great things about our hobby is that buyers and sellers share a common interest and can 
certainly workout agreeable pricing  terms for these treasures. 











One fact facing any perspective 
guide collector, most guides take 
up a lot of room! I have two 
entire walls of bookshelves of 
airline guides in our home.

When buying guides from fellow 
enthusiasts, be aware that 
shipping charges can be high for 
these items. This worldwide 
edition of The Official Airline 
Guide from 1982 is almost 2 1/2 
inches thick and 3/4 of an inch 
longer than any other guides in 
my collection. 

As you can see,  it stands out 
from the rest in size.



THE TOP 10 REASONS TO COLLECT 
AIRLINE SCHEDULE GUIDES 

• Airline Guides Provide a Unique Source for Consolidated, 
Industrywide Airline and Travel Information Pertinent to Specific 
Periods Throughout the Course Of Airline History
o Unequalled Assortment of Information When Compared 

with Any Other Airline Collectible 

• Competitive, Consolidated Market-Specific Quick Reference 
Schedules for Comparison and Analysis 

• Relevant, Often Hard to Find News Accounts of Aircraft Route 
and Market Inaugural Flights 

• Detailed Airport Terminal Diagrams 
• Airline Management Team Lists 
• Flight Number Itinerary References 
• Curated Advertisements Directed Toward Travel Industry 

Professionals.
• Large Variety of Collectible Source Materials 
• Nuggets Of Gold Such as Early Lighted Airway Maps, Radio Range 

Airways 
• Travel Planning Information as in Minimum Connection Times 

and Airport Hotel Availability 
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